From: Greg Cosgro
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 6:43 PM
To: McCarey, Maggie (ENE)
Subject: LIMF
Good Evening, I understand there is a meeting to discuss the potential
funding of the LIMF program in the morning. My name is Greg Cosgro
and I work for a large mechanical firm with approximately 300
employees. We have been awarded a few projects this past year through
the LIMF program and would like to express on our thoughts on this
program compared with others. We have been installing heating
equipment through the energy program with as many agencies possible as
it can be difficult to keep this many employees busy full time. This
program stands out to me as the most organized from start to Finnish.
From the initial walkthrough to the job sign off, everyone involved
works on a professional level and takes pride in the outcome. All
bidders are also passionate of final product and friendly to compete
with. This program not only helps companies like ours keep employees
busy, but let's them shine in what they do best. Installing heating
equipment has become an art, and programs like this allow us to
showcase our end result. Working with Ken and New Ecology not only
allows us to show clients a great product, but ultimately save low
income properties with minimal funding an amazing amount of fuel by
upgrading these inefficient power plants. The industry has changed
greatly in this country over the last 10 years and we are proud to be
changing with it. We are grateful for programs such as this to
emphasize the meaning of saving energy for our country. Most of the
sites are using equipment well beyond its expected life cycle because
they can not afford to replace it. Which leads them to contacting a
small outfit with minimal knowledge to come in and replace what they
have with similar inefficient equipment when it fails. The LIMF helps
them in making a better decision and minimizing wasted expenses.
Thank you for having us as part of this program, and we hope it
continues both for our sake and the sites.
Greg Cosgro
Gem Mechanical and Commercial Services
401-413-1586

